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No postseason-

IT TAKES TWO
Researchers collaborat~
to reverse MS damage-

Record-setting season not enough to ·
get UCFto C-USA.tourney ~sEEsPoRrs,As

Equ~I proposal awaits appro~I

World

•

SEE NEWS,A2
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Golden Rule addition has one hurdle left
ANTHONY SYROS

for the addition, the. only
Contributing Writer
remaining . step is. the
approval-from UCF officials.
UCF is one step closer to
According to the Student
a more equal campus.
Development and EnrollThe Student Govern- ment Services website, the
ment Association Golden Golden Rule currently pro- .
Rule Review Committee tects against "discrimination
met in April to listen to on the b:1$is of race, sex, .
arguments from representa- national oi:igin, religion, age,
tives from Equal seeking to disability, marital status,
protect the rights of gender parental status, veteran's staidentity and expression tus and sexual orientation''
under the Golden Rule.
but not on the basis of genAfter a unanimous vote der expression.
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Lawsuit

MAYBE JUST
·DONJ EATTHE

PLEASE SEE

CFF ARCHIVE

Students participate in the 2007 Day of Silence. Participants make a vow ofsilence to
represent those who have been forced to be silent about their sexual orientation.
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In other words, UCF
does not protect people
from discrimination based
on the way they express
their gender, including, but
not limited, to transgender
individuals and crossdressers.
"Even if you're not
undergoing any transformation but just expressing
yourself as another sex,
you're still going to be pro-

strikes

Hooters waitress Cassie Smith is
daiming that Hooters put her on
"weight restriction." During an
evaluation about Iler uniform, the
20-year-old says two women who
worked atthe Atlanta heagquarters
hinted that she needed to lose some
weight. Hooters denies Smith's
daims,saying"no employee in
Michigan has been counseled about
their weight"

back of
Union·
UCFworking
to repair wall

'

BRANDON HAMILTON &
- GEORGE OEHL
ContributingWriter and Staff Writer

Breaking
news on

•

your cell
•

· Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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GITTING INTO
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Career Services will be hosting an
information session on applying
· and preparing for graduate school.
The event will be held Tuesday at
Ferrell Commons in Career Services
Room 185-Cfrom 11 a.m. to noon
Contact Career Services at 407.823-2361.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

· STUDENT' ARRESTED
FOR POSSESSING
POCKETKNIFE
Astudent at Riverdale Country
School was charged with
possession of aweapon on school
property. Police said he planned to
stab another student he was in a .
.feud with.
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Protestors rally in Downtown Orlando on Wednesday as part ofan effort to receive a response from Sen. George LeMieux on two proposed bill~.

'

Students join immigration cau_se Numbers falling
The number of illegal immigrants
living in the U.S. fell by nearly a
million in 2009, the sharpest drop
in at least three decades.

RAl$A CAMARGO.
StaffWriter

In an effort.to boost immigration
reform. protestors, including several
UCF students, rallied outside Sen.
George LeMieux's Downtown
Orlando office Wednesday to promote· legislation that would ease residency status for undocumented students and farmworkers.
Accorq.ing to a letter sent to
LeMieux by representatives from the
Youth and Young Adult Network, an
organization advocating farm worker

Illegal immigrants in U.S.,
Jan. '05 to Jan. •09

In millions
11.3 11.8
11

9 7

5

'05

'06

'07

·~

'09

Change in illegal immigrant
population, Jan. '08 to Jan. '09

TWO MANATEES
RELEASED FROM
SEAQUARIUM
The staff of Miami Seaquarium
released two adult manatees on
Tuesday in Kars Park.The
. manatees were being
rehabilitated from cold stress they
suffered during winter weather.

10.5 _,.._,

In millions
By country of birth (top 5)

.1
~ .1

.,.:/J;

Guatemal~_
Honduras
Philippines

2008
· 7.03
0.57
0.43
0.30
0.30

· 2009
6.65
0.53
0.48
0.32
0.27

UCF officials are investi. gating an accident involving
a food service deliveyytruck
that reversed into the back
of the Student Union loading-dock on Friday.
At about 12:15 p.m., officials received a report that a
truck had struck the side of
.the SWdent Union.
The comer of the Student Union Loading Dock
Two, located south of the
building, suffered damages
to the bricks surrounding
the building.
According to John Morris, the maintenance superintendent for the Student
·union,
the
accident
occurred while the truck,
under the name Northstar
Distribution, was backing in
to make a delivery. The
truck is regist!;!red to U.S.
Foodservices Inc.
·~t first I didn't know it
was a truck - thought it
was a huge thunderstorm."
said Melissa Desnoyers, a
student assistant with the
Office of Student Involvement
Desnoyers was in the
Multicultural Student Center at the time of the accident
According Sgt. Troy
Williamson, the spokesman
for UCF Police, the police
received a call regarding the
. crash around 12: 30 p.m. ·
PLEASE SEE

U.S. ON A5

_,,. ,. ::;.- By state of residence (top 5)
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Bricks litter the site of the accident
near the back ofthe Student Union•
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Tips for graduate school
Career Services is hosting an information session
on the process of applying
to graduate or professional
school
Some of the topics
include the motivation
behind applying, being
prepared, selecting programs and costs.
Held on Tuesday at Ferrell Commons, Career Services Room 185-C. It is
from 11 a.m. to noon.
Contact Career Services at 407-823-2361 or email
them
at
career@maiLucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Student arrested for having
pocketknifeinshoe .
PALM BAY - A Central Florida child was
arrested after police said
he hid a pocketknife in his
shoe.
The police said the 11year-old was going to stab
a classmate due to a feud
he had with the other student He is bein~ harged
with .J!Ossession of a
weapon on school proper-

ty. The Riverdale
----Country
School c~d police on .
May 10 whenthey learned
about the knife.

Pair of manatees released
from Miami Seaquarium
MERRITT ISLAND 1\vo adult manatees were
released Tuesday by the
Miami Seaquarium staff in
Kars Park.
The manatees were
rehabilitated after suffering from cold stre ss that .
occurred during the winter weather.
The number of dead
manatees documented in
state waters through
March of this year is 431.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmaiLcom
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111e Student Newspapu at IKFslna 1968

The Cffirro/ Florida Furure ~ the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Uni,e,sity of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessanlythose of the edllD!ialstaff
or the Un~ty administration. All content is property
oltheCtntro/Florida Furureand may not be repinred In
part or lnwholeWithoo1pennission liom the publisher.
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Editor-in-Chief
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Build the perfect resume
Career Services will
teach students interested·
in making their resume a
one-of-a-kind and how to
design
a
noticeable
resume. Held on Wednesday from 11 a.m. to noon in
Ferrell Commons Room
185-C'.
In addition, from 3 p.m
to 4 p.m. you can bring
your laptop and learn how
to use an online resume
builder tool
Call 407-823-2361 for
more information.

Wltr.tl:Jloriba'1rtull

News-Editor
Brandi Broxson x213

•

N_eM.CFF@gmailcom

News Editor
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Megan Van Waus x213

UCF bioengineer James Hickman, left, and his Hybrid Systems Lab will help out the research team headed by Stephen Lambert to find ways to treat MS.

Grant gives team
chance to explore
treatments for MS
MARIA PARADA
Contributing Writer

UCF researchers have received a
seven-figure gqmt from the National
Institutes of Health that will help
them discover new approaches to
possibly reverse the damages caused
by multiple sclerosis.
.
Multiple sclerosis, a disease suf-·
fered by 2.5 million people worldwide, might be eradicated due to the
$19 million grant Other neurological diseases and their damages
might also be prevented if the team
achieves its goal of finding important clues of the a~cement of the
disease.
Stephen Lambert, ru:\ associate
professor in the College ofMedicine,
received $428,000 as the first part of
a four-year disbursement His team
of an estimated 20 people will
observe myelin - a fatty white substance-that surrounds some nerve
fibers .~ and its breakdown, hoping
to pinpoint the cause of the disease
and how it can be reversed anq pre. vented
.
In a release, Lambert revealed his
ultimate objective with the grant
money.
'
''We hope our research will ultimately lead to new drugs that
reverse the damage caused by [neurological] diseases and help patients
lead longer, healthier lives;' he said
The current medicines available
to MS patients only stop the development of the disease, but the team
hopes to concoct a way to undo the
damages caused by the disease.
While trying to discover a breakthrough, Lambert and his team plan
to reproduce the process ofmyelination, which is the development of
myelin around neurons.
"The process of myelination is
extremely complex," Lambert said in
the release. "By reproducing these
complex phenomena in our laboratories, we canlearrimore about what
causes debilitating diseases that
affect so many people around the
world"
According to Webmdcom, p eo-

The NanoSdence Technology Center on Research
Parkway will host much of the team's research.

pie with multiple sclerosis have an
overactive immune system, which
attacks the sheath around the nerves.
The damage is irreversible and caus.:
es extreme pain throughout" the
body.
The team will do much of its
research in the Hybrid Systems Lab
in the NanoScience Technology
Center on Research Parkway.
In that same location late last
year, a team led by James Hickman
conducted research dealing with
_Alzheimer's disease. There, Hickman discovered the existence of
early br¢n deterioration.
For tn~ research in multiple sclerosis, Lambert and Hickman will
join forces and for the first time,
"explore the breakdown ofmyelin in
the areas inside the brain and the
spinal cord using nanotechnology
tools," the release stated
·
In the release, Hickman
explained how the Center will help
the research cause. ·
"The application of the high-tech
tools developed in my lab at the
NanoScience Technology Center to
this complex problem brings us that
much closer to developing new
drugs and, at some stage, a cure for
diseases such as MS;' Hickman said
Barb Abney, the director of marketing and communications with the
Office of Research and Commercialization, said the partnership is
unique.
'"This is one of the biggest collaborations done by the College of
Medicine with the other colleges;'

she said ''The combination of two
exceptional researchers marks a big
step in the foundation of our College
of Medicine."
Abney said the research facility
·offers an exclusive environment
"The lab enables the team to
work with living microorganisms,"
she said. "The team can see the
· breakdown of the myelin when
recreated in the lab.".
News of the grant has already
been recognized in Central Florida.
where, according to the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, 10,000
people have MS.
''I had one man e-imrll me and tell
me that he has MS;' Abney said ''He
said he was excited to see that an
important step in the medical world
is being taken in his own backyard"
In addition to the man who contacted Abney, some students at UCF
know the hardships of people who
have MS.
Kandyce Garth, a junior psychology major, lmows how hard life is
sometimes for a close family friend
''MS changed the dynamic of the
family radically;' she said 'IBut seeing as he's been diagnosed with MS
for upwards oflO years, I believe the
household has adjusted well'' ·
The adjustment, however, has not
-made.dealing with MS easier.
"It affects them not only financially, but emotionally as well; since
the children never really got tp interact much with their father or do the
things children typically do at a
young age," Garth said ''I think they
were forced to mature at an earlier
Garth said she is thrilled to lmow
that UCF is conducting significant
MS research.
"rm ecstatic to hear the news," she said "I think it's great that my
school is doing something to help
end the suffering caused by MS,
since I personally beli~e it's underrepresented in research."
And Lambert and Hickman and
their team look to make significant
headway into treating MS. .
''The College ofMedicine at UCF
will be home to a breakthrough in a
very e~ly stage of its life," Abney
said ''It usually takes a l9ng time to
get grants this big, but with two great
researchers, UCF received support.
It was not expected, but we are honored."
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Qeaning oil-soaked wetlands may be ~ b l e
MATTHEW BROWN
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS
The gooey oil washing into
the maze of marshes along
the Gulf Coast could prove
impossible to remove, leaving a toxic stew lethal to
fish and wildlife, government officials and independent scientists said.
Officials are considering some drastic and risky
solutions: They could set
the wetlands on fire or
flood areas in hopes of
floating out the oil
They warn an aggressive cleanup could nili;i the
marshes and do more
harm than good. The only
via,ble option · for many
impacted areas is to do
nothing and let nature
break down the spill.
More than 50 miles of
Louisiana's delicate shoreline already have been
soiled by the massive slick
unleashed after the Deepwater Horizon rig burned
and sank last month. Officials fear oil eventually
could invade wetlands and
beaches· from Texas to
Florida. Louisiana · is
expected to be hit hardest.
On Saturday, a major
pelican rookery was awash
in oil off Louisiana's coast.
Hundreds of birds nest on
the island, and an Associated Press photographer saw
some birds and their eggs
stained with the ooze.
Nests were perched in
. mangroves directly above
patches of crude. ·
Plaquemines
Parish
workers put booms around
the island, but puddles of
oil were inside the barrier.
"Oil in the marshes is
the worst-case scenario,"
said C.oast Guard Adm.
Thad Allen, the head of the
federal effort to contain
and clean up the spill.
Also Saturday, BP told
federal regulators it plans
to continue using a con-

GERALD HERBERT/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

An island that is home to hundreds of brown pelican nests as well at terns, gulls and roseated spoonbills is impacted by oil from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in
Barataria Bay,just inside the the coast oflouisiana on Saturday. Oil has been spewing into the Gulf since the Deepwater H.orizon exploded on April 20.

tentious chemical dispersant, despite orders from
the Environmental Protection Agency to look for less
toxic alternatives. BP said
in a letter to the EPA that
Corexit 9500 ''remains the
best option for subsea
application."
The EPA didn't immediately comment on BP's
decision.
Oil that has rolled into
shoreline wetlands coats
the stalks and leaves of
plants such as roseau cane
- the fabric that holds
together an ecosystem that
is essential to the region's
fishing industry and a
much-needed
buffer
against Gulf hurricanes.
Soon, oil will smother
those plants' and choke off
their supply of air and

nutrients.
l
In some eddies and protected inlets, the ochre-colored crude has pooled
beneath the water's surface, forming clumps several inches d~p.
With the s~afloor leak
still gushing at least hun~
dreds of thousands of gallons· a day, the damage is
only getting worse. Millions of gallons already
have leaked so far.
Coast Guard officials
said the spill's impact now
stretches across a 150-mile
swath, from Dauphin
Island, Ala. to Grand Isle,
La
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Over time, experts say
weather and natural
microbes will break down
most of the oil. However,
the crude will surely poi-
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son plants and wildlife in
the months - even years
- it will take for the
syrupy muck to dissipate.
Back in 1989, crews
fighting the Exxon Valdez
tanker spill which
unleashed almost 11 million
gallons of oil into Alaska's
Prince William Sound used pressure hoses and
rakes to clean the shores.
The Gulf Coast is just too
fragile for that: those tactics could blast apart the
peat-like soils that hold the
marshestogethet
Hundreds of miles of
baypus and man-made
canals · crisscross the
coast's exterior, offering .
numerous entry points for
the crude. Access is diffi- ·
cult and time-intensive,
even in the best of circum-

stances.
"Just the compaction of
.humanity bringing equipment in, walking on them,
will kill them," said David
White, a wetlands ecologist from Loyola University in New Orleans.
Marshes offer a vital
line of defense against Gulf
storms, blunting their fury
before they hit populated
areas. Louisiana and the
federal government have
spent hundreds of millions
of dollars rebuilding barriers that were wiped out by
hurricanes, notably Katrina in.2005.
They a.lso act as nursery
grounds for shrimp, crabs,
oysters - the backbone of
the region's fishing industry. Hundreds of thousani;is
of migratory birds nest in

the wetlands' inner reaches, a complex network of
bayous, bays and manmade canals.
To keep oil from pushing deep into Louisiana's
marshes, Gov. Bobby fmdal
and officials from several
coastal parishes want permission to ~rect a $350 million network of sand berms
linking the state's barrier
islands and headlands.
.That plan is awaiting
approval from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.
After surveying oilstricken areas Saturday,
Plaquemines Parish President Billy Nunge$ser said
the berms were the marshes' last hope.
"It's getting in between
all the cane and it's working through from one
bayou to'the next," he said.
Smaller spills have been
occurring in the marshes
for decades. In the past,
cleanup crews would
sometimes slice out oiled
vegetation and take it to a
landfill. said Andy Nyman
with Louisiana State University.
But with the plants
gone, water from the gulf
would roll in and wash
away the roots, turning
wetlands to open water.
Adm. Allen said that
where conditions are right,
crews could set fire to oilcoated plants.
Nyman and other
experts, though, warn it's
tricky. If the marsh is too
wet, the oil won't bum. Too
dry, the roots burn and the
marsh c·a n be ruined.
BP PLC - which leased
the sunken rig and is
responsible for the cleanup
said Saturday that
cleanup crews have started
more direct cleanup methods along Pass a Loutre in
Plaquemines Parish. Shallow water skimmers were
attempting to remove the
oil from the top of the
marsh.
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Rally presses senator to support proposed bills
FROM

Al

would establish conditional
permanent residency for
students who immigrated
to the U.S before they were
16 year,; old, through military service or attending
college for two years.
According t.o YAYA,
AgJOBS allows immigrant
farm workers to permanently stay in the U.S. by
continuing to work in agriculture, and it reforms the
H-2A guestworker program, providing growers
with a safe and stable workforce.
The current guestworker program allows for
employers to bring in nonimmigrant foreign workers
to the U.S. on a temporary
or seasonal basis, according
to the Department of Labor.
In early February, the
UCF Student Government
Association passed a resolution in support of the
DREAM Act, and later that
month, students and supporters walked to Sen. Bill
Nelson's office to deliver a
copy of the resolution.
UCF political science
~jor Johana Vesga attended the rally to show solidarity because, as a first generation immigrant, she said
she is familiar with the
struggling desire to succeed
Vesga was born in
Colombia and traveled to
the U.S when she was 2
with her family to escape
poverty. She said like her
parents, many share the
belief that the U.S. is the
land ofopportunity.
"If you don't have an
education, the things that
you can do are very limited," Vesga said of her home
country.
Still, she said arriving to
the US. doesn't make
opportuniti~ less difficult
Vesga said her-mother
struggled years to learn
English, and she stills .feels
discriminated because of
her accent She said seeing
how hard her mother
worked even as a resident,
has made Vesga aware of
the scarcity of opportunities for undocumented
workers.
''.A. lot of that is because
there's so many people who·
want to deny [immigrants]
rights," Vesga said
In the letter sent to
LeMieux, YAYA cites that
in 2003 more than 70 percent of migrant farm workers had not completed high
school, with 75 percent
being functionally illiterate.
YAYA representatives
criticized the alleged
hypocrisy of a government
system that advocates for
tougher policies on illegal

'

'It's like you're
stuck, and I felt ~
stuck. Once I got-.;
a green card,·I 1:1 .,
felt some
t;
liberation like
••
"Wow, I can
{1
actually do
••
something.",
0

·2
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D
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- JUAN CARLOS BARRIENTOS'l

RAISA CAMARGO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Protestors voice their desire for immigration reform with a demonstration in Downtown Orlando on W~dnesday.

Law raises stakes·~n immigr,tiqn.debate · ·.
Arizona, home to a large illegal immigrant population, now has one of the U.S.'s strictest and most controversial
Immigration laws. The law represents a growing trend of states taking action on immigration policy.
·

State immigration laws

Some of the controvet$ial provisions in Arizona's law

II Enacted

ProvlsiQn

1

• vetoed

40Q ,.................................................. ,.....

, 350 .......................................... ,,, .. .
300 ..................,......,........,.,,.....,, .. ,

• Precedent$

• Crlmlnali:z:es Illegal .
Immigration by defining
unlawful presence as
trespassing, the first law of
its kind ever passed

250 ............,............,
200 ..................,.. ,... .

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
@2010MCT

immigration.
"Because our representatives, including Senator
Lemieux, continue to
ignore the high percentage
of undocumented workers.
in agricultur.e, we are facing
an economic crisis in terms
of the unstable labor supply
for agriculture," a representative of YAYA said during
a speech. "We are also facing a moral crisis: How can
it be that in tlie richest
nation in the world, our
daily food supply is harvested ~y undocumented

Under a section of federal law called
.287 (g), about 70 local agencies in 20
states (below) are given some federal
powers to pursue illegal immigrants

• Requires police officers to
determine the status of a
person if there is
"reasonable suspicion" that
he or she is an illegal
immigrant; typically only
federal officials can ask to
see proof of immigration
status

150 ...............,. ..,..... ,

Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!

Source: National Conference of State· Legislatures,
U,S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Graphic: Chicago Ti'lb1.me
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face
According - to YAYA,
farni workers
and Lemieux ~ not. respondpoverty · wages
exploitation?''
ed to repeated calls and
In a IS-minute meeting · messages. 'regarding his
with Melissa Hernandez, a stance on the bills and has
staff member of LeMieux's had no . comment on
office, five delegates, whether he supports or
inch,iding a student whose endorses the bill.
.
parent is facing deporta''We're tired of asking.
tion, told personal stories We're demanding," Garzon
regarding struggles of the said to a crowd of 60 peoimmigration community.
ple. "Our fimillies will not
''We were all in tears up be divided."
there ... they're not listenIn an official statement,
ing,'~ said Lariza Garzon, Ken Lundberg, the conunuone of the delegates of the nications , director for
LeMieux's office, said the
Farm Worker Ministry.

·, s~natoi l,elieves Congress
needs to repair the broken
immigration system that
would secure the border
and respond to America's
needs. He also said there
are conflicted views with
AgJOBS.
'fWhile the AgJOBS bill
currently pending deals
with one industry's need
. for a documented labor
force, it doesn't address the
primary issue of border
security and does very little
to address the status of
~other IO-plus million

individuals turrently in the~
country illegally,'' accord-,
ing to the e-mail statement"
Garzon said Hernande~,
advised them to keep call1:; ·
ing and that she would let1
the appropriate contact for
Lemieux know of their,
· demands.
1
The official statement
from LeMieux's communications office regarding the
DREAM Act bill is impar-'
ti.al.
.
.
"The senator
believes
children should not have to
pay for the transgressions
of their parents. But at the;
same time, we have to be
careful any change in federal law doesn't . have the
unintended consequence
of incentivizing additional! ,
illegal :
immigration,"
according to the-. e-lllaffi
statement
· l
While Congress debates
immigration reform, for
some waiting on an answer
isn't so easy.
UCF graduate student
Juan Carlos Barrientos, a
native Colombian who
a,ttended the rally, knows
Congress' division Ont
immigration reform is
detrimental.
Barrientos said he car- ,
ried the burden of being'
undocumented for almost
20years.
"It's like you're stuck,
and I felt stuck," said Barrientos. "Once I got a green
card, I felt some liberation
like 'Wow, I can actually do,
something: "
Barrientos said he wait-I
ed 10 years until he could
apply to UGF, scrambling!
through off-the-book jobs 1
even though he obtained an!
undergrad degree in New
York. He is pursuing a mas-I
ter's degree in Political! ~
Administration.
.
Now Barrientos is one
among h~dreµs of people
who are advocating theJ
urgent passage of the
DREAM ACT by June 15,J
and he equally shares the
desire for farm worker'
rights through AgJOBS.
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"People who park over
there (the loading area)
oftentimes do so illegally
and take up spots that are
needed by service vehicles;'
said Williamson, adding
that the parked vehicles
made dealing with the crash
difficult
While waiting for the
insurance claim to process,
the Physical Plant may
replace the bricks themselves if the area is deemed
unsafe, Morris said
If so, the insurance company would reimburse UCF
for the costs.
- The area is currently
sealed off to prevent any
injuries from the falling
bricks from the building.
According to Morris,
rol.1,gh estimates of damages
are anywhere from $5,000
to$10,000.
Damages to the Student
Union will be paid for by
U.S. Foodservices Inc.

UCF officials roped off the
scene of the accident to
prevent potential injuries
from falling bricks. The
damage could take between
$5,000and $10,000tofix,
UCF maintenance supervisor
John Morris said.
GEORGE OEHL /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Online petition spurs push for amendment
FROM

A1

tected from hate crimes at
UCF with the new addition," said Eden Wetherell.
Equal member and former
group president.
Equal is a registered student organization that,
according to its website, is
seekingromakeUCFasafe
environment without fear of
discrimination on the basis
of actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression
Rebecca Marques, a
member of Equal. started
the petition to have the gender identity and expression
section added to the Golden
Rule policy.
Marques' online petition
challenged UCF's promise
to promote equality on campus
"In accordance with
UCF's Non-Discrimination
Policy which vows to 'promote equal opportunity
policies and practices' for all
its students and faculty, we
ask that UCF fulfill its promise to protect all from discrimination by incorporating gender identity into the
doctrine," the petition states.
Marques and friends created a PSA in an attempt to
educate students on the
exclusion of gender identity
in the Golden Rule.
"The issue wasn't that
students didn't want the
addition, they just weren't
educated on the subject and
didn't even know this. was
an issue," said Kristy
Rowsey, the director of Students Advocating for Equality, the political branch of
Equal.
Marques tabled at the
Student Union for about a
month and had an online
petition, too.
'We got over a thousand
signatures," Marques said
Marques began this initiative along with five or six
friends after her internship
encouraged her to work on a

'I saw that this
wasn't already a
part of the
Golden Rule, and
I was shocked,
because I feel like
we have a pretty
open campus.'
- REBECCA MARQUES
MEMBER OF EQUAL

cause related to justice.
"She wrote the whole
petition and went around
spending her free time to
protect transgendered folks
under the Golden Rule,"
Wetherell said
Most of the feedback
from students in regards to
the proposed addition was
open and positive Marques
said
"I saw that this wasn't
already a part of the Golden
Rule, and I was shocked,
because I feel like we have a
pretty open campus," Marques said
Rowsey and Michael
Freeman, a training coordinator in the Office of Diversity Initiatives, met with the
review committee and gave
speeches as to why the addition should be made.
"[The speeches] were
chilling and very emotionally appealing," Wetherell
said. "Kristy told me that
GIE passed unanimously
across the whole board
without debate, meaning
when they opened it up for
debate no one had anything
to say against it, which is
earth-shattering."
This last appro'\Tal would
have gender identity and
expression added to the student conduct, but the faculty is a different amendment
all together, Rowsey said

•

TRANSGENDER VISIBILITY GUIDE: SOME MYTHS AND FACTS
Note: This is by no means acomprehensive guide to transgender concepts. Instead, it is geared toward people who arejust learning about
transgender issues.

•

Here are some common myths and facts about transgender people:

Myth: Transgender people are confused.
Fad: Transgender people are no more and no less confused than most people. Gender is amuch more complicated issue than most
people are aware, and sorting through gender differences can be challenging. But by the. time someone is ready to come out as
transgender, they have thought long and hard and are generally secure in their feelings.
Myth: Being transgender is a"choice.~
Fad: Being transgender is no more achoice than being gay or straight, having brown eyes or blue, or being left or right-handed.The
choice is deciding whether or not to live your life honestly with yourself and others.

ii>

I

Myth: Transgender people are really gay.
Fad: Gender identity and sexual orientation are two different subjects.Some transgender people are lesbian,
gay or bisexual in their sexual orientation, and some are straight.
Myth: Transgender people are sinners.
Fad: Many transgender people are people offaith. While some find hostility in their churches, synagogues, mosques or worshipping
communities, still others are embraced by their spiritual peers. The number of transgender-friendly places of worship is large and
growing.
Myth: Transgender people ca_
n't have families.
Fact: Whether they come out before arelationship or while in one, countless transgender people find love and happiness in their
lives. In fact, most transgender people will tell you that after coming out, they feel anew sense of wholeness and happiness that
makes them abetter partner and parent.
Myth: Transgender people can be cured.
Fact: There's no "cure"for transgender people, although some do try to repress it.The most reputable medical and psychotherapeutic
groups say you should not try to keep from expressing your true gender identity.Instead, they say to focus on ways to come to an
understanding of yourself and share your life openly with those you love.
Myth: All transgender people have surgery.
Fact: Many transgender people have no desire to pursue surgeries or medical intervention. At the same time, many transgender
people cannot afford medical treatment or have no access to it. Considering these truths, it's important that civil rights are afforded
to all transgender people equally, regardless of their medical histories.

.,

Myth: There are more male-to-female transgender people than female-to-male transgender people.
Fad: There are no reputable statistics oo how many transgender people there are in the world, nor on how many people identify as
male-to-female or female-to-male. But eve.nthe best estimates show there are more or less equal n.umbers of MTF and FTM
transgender people.
- HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN, WWW.HRC.ORG/ISSUES

.,
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Shuttle Atlantis undocks from space station
MARCIA DUNN

Shuttle

. Associated Press

mission

CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. (AP) - After a week of

flying together, shuttle
Atlantis undocked from a
larger and virtually completed International Space
Station on Sunday and
headed for home on its
final voyage.
"Have a safe trip back
and godspeed to you,"
radioed the space station's
skipper, Oleg Kotov.
Atlantis isn't due to land
until Wednesday. On Monday, the six crewmen will
conduct one last safety
inspection of their ship.
'We'll see you all on the
surface of planet Earth
again soon," Atlantis' commander, Kenneth Ham,
called out.
The two spacecraft
parted company 220 miles
above the Indian Ocean.
Before the hatches closed
between them, the · commanding officers shook
hands twice and laughed,
then embraced. Their
crewmates - representing
the United States, Russia
and Japan - followed suit.
Earlier in the day, Ham
told reporters that both
cre'Y5 had fun. All 12 space
fliers bonded through hard
work and performed as a
single team, he said. Mission Control reveled in the
camaraderie as well, and
lead flight director Emily
Nelson relayed her appreciation as Atlantis sailed
away from the orbiting
outpost.
·
The space station is bigger and packs more power,
thanks to Atlantis and its
crewmen. They left behind
a new Russian compartment packed- with supplies, as well as six fresh
batteries and other equipment that was hooked up
during a series of space-

wapcs.

Its tot;tl ma~s exceeds

Olllectlwe
• Permanently attach
Russian-built module to orbiting
lab complex
• Replace six batteries that store
electrici1y from the solar arrays;
used batteries wm return to Earth
• Install spare space-to-ground
antenna
• Deliver additional station
hardware inside cargo carrier

Not done yet
• Two flights to station remain
before fleet is retired at end of year
• Atlantis will be prepped for a
potential rescue mission for
NASA's very last shuttle flight.

Endeavour, which is scheduled for
November launch at the earliest
02D1011CT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

In this May 21 photo provided by NASA, astronauts Michael Good, foreground,and Garrett Reisman, STS-132 mission specialists, works during the flight's final space
walk at the International Space Station.

816,000 pounds, and it's 98
percent complete in terms
of living space.
"This place is now a
palace. It's huge, and I've
had great fun exploring it,"
said shuttle astronaut Piers
Sellers. 'We're seeing station in pretty much its fmal
form, and it's really magnificent."
Two shuttle missions
remain to wrap up NAS.A'.s
share of construction. Discovery is scheduled to fly

in September, followed by
Endeavour in November.
As it currently stands,
once Atlantis lands, it will
never fly in space again.
NASA and some politicians are pushing hard. for
another mission, however,
so Atlantis can haul up a
final load of supplies in
June 20ll. The White
House - which wants
NASA concentrated on
getting astronauts to asteroids and Mars in the com-

ing decades - would need
to . approve any extra
flights.
Already, NASA is going
through the list of museums interested in Atlantis
and Endeavour. Discovery
is promised to the Smithsonian Institution.
During a news conference Sunday morning, the
Atlantis astronauts were
asked where they would
like to see their ship wind
up. Pilot, Dominic "Tony''

Antonelli pointed out that
none of them gets to
decide. But if he got to
pick, Atlantis would retire
to his backyard in Houston.
"I get plenty of letters
from my home owners'
association about leaving
my garbage can out and
not keeping my grass
trimmed, but if I got
Atlantis parked in my back
yard, that would make all
those letters just kind of
disappear,'' Antonelli said

with a smile.
As for Atlantis' more
immediate future, the
astronauts still need to survey its wings and nose in
search of any damage.
They'll perform the job
Monday using the newly
repaired inspection boom.
A spacewalking crewman
untangled a cable on the
boom last week, allowing
the TV camera on the end
to tilt properly.
Over at the space station, meanwhile, three of
the six residents soon will
be checking out. Russia's
Kotov, NAS.A'.s Timothy
('IJ) Creamer and Japan's
Soichi Noguchi will depart
June 2 in a Soyuz capsule
and aim for Kazakhstan.
After more than five
months in orbit, Creamer
said Sunday he can't wait
to drink something without sipping through a
straw and to eat food that
stays on the plate. Noguchi
yearns for a hot springs
bath.
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FIU'S WITTELS EXTENDS
HIT STREAK TO 48 GAMES

BOCA RATON-GarrettWittels'hitting
streak made it through the regular
season.
The FIU shortstop got a hit in his 48th
straight game Saturday, moving into
sole possession of se<:ond place on the
NCAA Division Iall-time hits streak list
Wrttels extended the streak with an RBI
double in the third inning off Florida
Atlantic's RJ. Alvarez.
· Wittels got a hit in every regular
season game in which he played this
season for FIU, which will next play in
the Sun Belt Conference tournament.
The sophomore from Bay Harbor Island
is 10 games shy of matching the
DivisionIrecord, set by Oklahoma
State's Robin Ventura in 1987.

..

Softball

Offense flounders in regional losses
CARLOS PINEDA
Editor-in-Chief

GAINESVILLE - A
season that began in Clermont ended in Gainesville
on Saturday night, with
the UCF softball team
being eliminated from the
NCAA Regional.
With every out recorded, the Knights (36-23)
sank more and more, coming to the realization that
their dream season was
coming to an end
Nearly 24 hours aftel'.
talcing down Florida International on Friday afternoon, it was the Golden
Panthers (38-20) that
ended the Knights' season
with a 7-0 victory Saturday night at Katie
Seashole Pressly Stadium.

The Knights had no
answers offensively for
the second consecutive
game, managing five hits
against FIU in the decisive
game.
"We had a couple of
rough games,'' UCF head
coach Renee LuersGillispie said. "Unfortunately we didn't play our
best in the first game
(against Florida), and we
didn't have enough to finish in this last game. I'm
proud of our seniors, how
hard they worked all season to get us here and how
they finished the season
off.
"I'm proud of how hard
this team worked to get
here. Our lineup was the
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON A9
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Ashleigh Cole started two of the three games for the Knights in the NCAA Regional, registering a win against Florida
International and a complete-game loss to the Gators. She dropped to 24-14 on the season following the loss.
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THOMAS SIGNS CONTRACT,
RETIRES AMIAMI DOLPHIN
MIAMI - Zach Thomas got the idea
Wednesday, thinking maybe he could
sign a one-day contract with the Miami
Dolphins and retire as part of the
franchise.
His agent asked the Dolphins.
Thomas got hisanswer within minutes.
So on Thursday, Thomas signed a _
one-daycontract, officially worth $1
- but in actuality, worth so much
more to Thomas, who long lamented
not getting the chance to say a proper
farewell when the Dolphins released
him two years ago. ·
With that, he finally said good-bye.
"I'm a little bit nervous right now;'
Thomas said at the team's training
facility in Davie. "More nervous than
anygame I ever played'.'
Only afifth-round draft pick out of
Texas Te<:h in 1996, Thomas be<:ame a
star during 12 seasons with the
Dolphins. He was one of the faces ofthe
franchise along with the likes of Dan
Marino and JasonTaylor, who became
Thomas' brother-in-law.
"I am both sad and happy that after
28 years offootball, I am finally calling
it quits;'Thomas said. '1he game has
been good to me. I am happyfor the
Miami Dolphins organization and this
regime right now ... they havea lot of
more things on their plate that is bigger
than the retirement ofZach Thomas.
For them to go out of their way and
havethis day for me, Iam very
grateful'.'
Thomas had 1,038 tackles, 19.5 sacks
and 17 interceptions in 168 games for
the Dolphins, and he was chosen for
seven Pro Bowls.
"As the team's owner, I want to
welcome him back to the Dolphins and
Icertainly ho11e he continues to make
his presence felt," Stephen Ross said..
"He's a great role modelfor our players
and were proud of everything he has
done throughout his career to represent
this franchise. He gave hisheart and
soul to this team, and we all were
better for it."
He spent the 2008 season with the
Dallas Cowboys, then wasin camp last
year with Kansas City, which released
Thomas before the seasonafter
unspecified injury issues. He didn't play
again.
"Two years ago when this regime
came in, we had to make a difficult
decisionto move on from probably one
of the best linebackers in hisera in the
National Football League;' Dolphins
general manager Jeff Ireland said.•1am
glad that this regime has the
opportunity to bring Zach back:'
For Thursday's ceremony,Thomas was
joined by severalfriends and family,
along with agents Drew and Jason
Rosenhaus, his wife Maritza and their
young son.
Like his final season, Thomas' stay
with the Dolphins also ended after an
injury.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Jonathan Griffin will be one of the nine core players returning to an offense next season that loses stars Chris Duffy and Shane Brown to graduation. He finished with a .299 average, 13 HR and 44 RBI in 2oio.

No postseason for Knights
in record-setting campaign
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

•

KNIGHTS NOTES: 2010 SEASON WRAP

NO POWER OUTAGE
The UCF baseball
There was no shortage oflong
team's postseason hopes
were decided even before
balls this season for the Knights as
they stepped out on the
they set a school record by hitting
field for Saturday's series
78 home runs in 2010. •
finale with Tulane, but
DYNAMIC DUO
that didn't matter to Chris
Duffy.
Chris Duffy and Shane Brown have
With the Knights
been the centerpieces ofthe UCF
already eliminated from a
program foryears,and both
spot in the Conference
finished in the top 10 in numerous
USA Tournament, Duffy
school offensive categories for
smashed two more home
their collegiate careeis.
runs, giving him 21 for the
season and 43 for his
career.
"We fell a little bit
He tied Bobby Keiser, short, but we have nothwho set the mark from ing to hang our heads
1987-1990 for UCF.
about. In this last game,
"I've been working so ·we showed what type of
hard, and just to have a team we are and what
big game like this and go type of team we can be in
out with two homers was the future. It's been a
great," Duffy said in a blessing to play with
release. "There is not a these young guys. I'm
better group of guys than very fortunate to be on a
this team and especially team like this."
these seniors. We fought
As for the final game of
to the end and gave it all the 2010 season, the
we had.
Knights made sure they

J-..--~-----'- - - -- - -- - - - - ~

ASOLID CORE
UCF will return almost all ofits
offensive numbers with players
like Jonathan Griffin, Beau Taylor,
Chris Taladay and Ryan Breen.

I)

WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?
Brown has been one of the most
consistent hitters during his fouryear career, racking up a 363
career batting average to go along
with 25 h_ome runs, 148 RBl,251
hits,63 doubles and 152 runs.

would send the recordsetting Duffy and the rest
of the seniors off the right
way.
UCF recorded 19 hits
and saw all nine hitters in
the lineup register a hit
on the way to a 17-6 victory against the Green
Wave in New Orleans.
With the victory, the
Knights moved to 33-22
overall - the most victo-

Will PERRY/ CENTRAL FWRIOA FUTURE

Pl.EASE SEE DUFFY ON A9

Chris Duffy smashed two home runs Saturday, tying for the most career homers
in a Knight unifonn at 43. He set the single-season record earlier this year.
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Knights fall short.of NCAA Championships
NICOLE SAAVEDRA
Staff Writer

•

•

•
•

•

The men's golf team
returned from the NCAA
Regionals in California
with a sixth-place finish
and three top-30 individual finishes.
The Knights were
making their fourth consecutive Regional· appearance in Santee, Calif., this
weekend.
At the par-72 Carlton
Oaks Golf Club, UCF
barely missed the cut for
the NCAA championship,
which take·s the top five
teams from each regional.
The No. 45-ranked
_K nights finished the
three-day
tournament
with a 29-over-par 893,
leaving
them seven
strokes behind the three
teams tied for third place.
California, No. 12
UNLV and No. 24. Tennessee all finished sat 22
over par.
Augusta State, which
was ranked· No. 13, finished second at 16-overpar, and Oregon, the topranked team in the
tournament, claimed the
title with a 6-over-par 870.
The
three-round,
three-day event began on
Thursday, -when the
Knights putting up a team
score of 7-over-par 295.

NEWS TO NOTE
JUST SHORT
The Knights fell just 7strokes
short ofqualifying for the NCAA
Championships.
GOOD THINGS COME IN THREES
UCF had three top-30 individual
finished in the NCAA Regionals.
SPIES ON THE COMPETITION
Senior Devin Spies had his best
performance ofthe season with a
5-over-par in the regional.

After
Thursday's .
round, they were sitting in
fifth place, one stroke
behind leaders Oregon,
California, Tennessee and
UNLV.
.
On Saturp.ay, Oregon
widened its lead in the··
tournament, leaving UCF
12 strokes behind and in
sixth place.
UCF shot 301 on Saturday to bring its total to 20over-par 596, 12 strokes
behind Oregon. California
sat in second at 10 over
par, UNLV was third at 12
over.Augusta State was
fourth through the second
round at 13 over, followed
by Tennessee at 14 over.
Resting at sixth out of
13 teams in the regional,
the Knights were in strik-

•

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Connor Arendell and the Knights finished 7 strokes short of qualifying for the NCAA Championships. Arendell finished the event in a six-way tie for 39th.

ing position entering sun~
day's final round.
"We had some guys
play a great final round.
With a hole to go, we were
two to three shots
behind," head coach
Bryce Wallor said in a
release. "We were in position from Day One to Day

.

Three. All ·seassm long,
our guys worked extremely hard. They gave a great
effort~"
In ·individual competition, the Knights had
three players post top-30
finishes. ·
Senior Devin Spies had
his best performance of

Duffy claims conference batting title
FROM A8

•

,,

tive years of breaking the
· record for C-USA wins
ries · for the squad since and with the number of
2005 - and secured 10 returning players we have
wins in conference play, coming back, those two
the most since joining the · things definitely proves
league prior to the 2006 that this baseball program
season.
is on its way back to the
"From a program national level."
standpoint, this was a very
Duffy and
Shane
large win because for the Brown enjoyed solid aftersecond year in a row we noons in their final games.
set the record for the most Duffy went 3 for 3 with six
wins we've ever had in the RBI, and Brown came
history o{ Conference through with another hit
USA," head coach Terry to finish his career with a
Rooney said in a release. 14-game hitting streak.
"Even though we fell a litWith a .447 batting
tle bit short of making the average, Duffy claimed
C-USA Tournament, the the C-USA batting title
No. l thing you are looking and finished with the
for when you're continu- highest batting average for
ing to build a program is any Knight in the history
progress, and we certainly of the program.
have progressed when
He is fourth in school
you look at our overall history with a .585 slugrecord. To have consecu- ging percentage and ranks

fifth all time with 182 RBI
and 416 total bases.
Meanwhile, Brown will
go down as one of the
most consistent hitters in
UCF history. In four years
with the program, he
amassed a .363 batting
average - sixth-best in
history - and also ranks
in the top 10 in hits (251),
home runs (25), RBI (148)
and slugging (.565).
As for the other three
seniors - Matt Manning;
Cory Weech and Matt
Goodyear - they combined for 93 total appearances in their UCF
careers.
On Friday, the Knights
gave up a late lead to spoil
their chances at a run at a
conference championship.
UCF held an 8-5 lead until
Tulane scored six runs i.i:i
the seventh, crushing the

Knights rout FIU to open
allowing two earned runs Regional.
on four hits and walking
UCF jumped out to a
same as last year's minus three batters.
6-0 lead after two innings.
one player."
Rojas picked· up the .
Senior third baseman
UCF trailed -Z-0 in the loss, her second of the Hillary Barrow had a big
bottom of the first inning, season, dropping to 2-2.
day, go4'ig 2 for 3 with a
after FIU was able to load
In relief, senior Kristi- grand slam and five RBI.
the bases with nobody na DeMello pitched twoIn the first inning, Barout
.
thirds of an innings, walk- row singled up the middle
A Brie Rojas sacrifice ing two batters.·
·
to score Lane from third
fly to right field scored
Senior Ashfoigh Cole base.
Jessy Alfonso from t_hird went the rest of the game,
In the second inning,
base. Jenny Welch fol- going 2.1 innings and Barrow hit a one-out
l<>Wyd with a ground out allowing four runs on four grand slam to left field,
putting the Knights ahead
• to the·- catcher that hits:··
brought home another
The Knights dropped by six runs.run.
to 3-3 all time against FIU.
"The grand slam was
The Golden Panthers
Earlier Saturday, UCF huge, because when we
41
added to their lead in the played No. 4 Florida in the can score that many runs,
bottom of the third with a semifinals.
it takes a lot of pressure
Lauren Spiers infield sin- · . Florida used a two-run off, even on the defense;•
gle that ·scored Ashley home run in the top of the _Gole said of Barrow's
McClain to make it 3-0.
first inning on its way to a home run. "We are still
A two-run home run 6-0 victory against the pushing, but don't have to
from Welch in the bottom Knights.
play as tight"
of the fifth made it a fiveUCF was able to get
Cole pitched a comrun game. FIU added two only one hit off of Florida plete game, allowing one
i,.·, • -»more in the sixth.
ace Stephanie Bro_mbach- run on five hits and strikThe Knights had their er, who allowed one hit in ing out three batters.
The win put the
best offensive opportuni- the shutout
The Gators added a Knights in the regional
ties in the top of the-sec- _
ond inning.
pair of runs in the fifth semifinal against . the
Senior right 1'felder and seventh innings to go Gators.
Mary Helen . Tyler and up by six runs.
·
'We did a really ·g ood
Cole went the dis- job of coming out and
sophomore center fielder
Vanessa Perez each sin- tance, pitching seven controlling the game,"
gled with two outs. After innings and allowing five Luers-Gillispie said fol- a double steal, senior left - earned runs on eight hits. . lowing Friday's . game.
fielder Morgan Bullard The loss dropped her ''.Ashleigh did a nice job of
grounded out to the pitch- record to 24-14.
getting her changeups in,
er to end the rally.
Florida improved to keeping their team offbalIn addition to . Tyler 10-2 all time against the . ance because they are
and Perez, junior short- Knights.
such an aggressive hitting
The shutout losses to team."
stop Tiffany Lane, sophomore second baseman Florida and FIU were the
This was the first .seaNatalie Land and fresh- 11th and 12th time that the son in school history that
man Marissa Menendez Knights were held to no the Knights earned an ateach tallied a hit
runs this season.
large berth in the postseaJunior Diana Roja.s
The Knights defeated son.
started for the Knights, FIU 7-1 on Friday to open
UCF is 5-6 in NCAA
the
Gainesville Tournament play.
lasting three innings and up
FROM A8

•
•
•

...

Knights' · postseason
hopes.
As for the seniors,
they made sure this
Knight team would go
down in the record
books, at least offensively. The bats came
out in 2010, setting
records in batting average (.343), home·runs
(78) and slugging percentage (.538).
The final game of
the season .was just a
microcosm 1 of what
Duffy, Brown and the
rest of~ seniors- have
done for not just this
year's team, but those
of the past four years.
"Today's game was a
testament to the five
seniors and how they
have done a tremendous job of leading this
team throughout the
entire season,(' Rooney
said in a release.
"Today was a great way
to send off these five
guys who have given so
much to this program
over the last four
years."

12000 Collegiate Way

the season and tied for
14th. Spies posted a 75 in
the first round and a 74 in
the second.
In · the third round,
Spies shot an even-par 72,
finishing with a 5-overpar 221.
"Devin is so relaxed,"
Wallor told UCFAthletics.com. "He is a lowblood pressure guy. He is
very confident. He performed fantastically for
our team."
At 6 over par, sophomore Brad Schneider finished tied for 18th with
No. 96 Colby Smith from
and
Lamar's
UNLV
Pierre-Alexis Rolland.
Schneider shot a 72 in

the first round, a 76 in the
second and a 74 in the
third.
Senior Simon Ward
also finished in the top 30.
· He tied for 28th with
Augusta State's Taylor
Floyd,
California's
Stephen Hale and Max
Homa, and UC-Irvine's
Jerry He.
Ward shot a 73, a 76 and
and a 75 to finish with an
8-over-par 224. ·
Sophomore Connor
Arendell finished in a sixway tie for 39th at 10 over
par.
Junior Nuno Henriques finished with a 14over-par 230 and in a tie
with two others for 54th.

EMT TRAINING
EMERliENCY MEDICAL

TWO COURSES FOR 2010:

June 8th - July 9th
July 21st -August 20th
These courses will be held at the RTI training center at
12605 Challenger Pkwy, Sutie 160, Orlando, FL 32826
For more Information visit

www.rescueI.com
(321) 235-8220

IIBSCUB
'l"raiai•• Inc

*

Drlada / Flmiu 01-.

RESCUE TRAINING INC

11651 University Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

407-277-7676 .

407-513-9000 .

CoyrtyardUCF.com

ResidencelnnUCF.com

TownePlaceSuitesUCF.com

• 123 Spacious Rooms w/double Beds

•99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet

•Full Cable with Showtime

•Complimentary Social Hour

•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ Area

407-243-6100

in Mos\ Room,

•Cowtyard Cafe Open for

Breakfast Daily

M-TH6:00pm-7:30pm

· Outdoor Heated Pool&Jacuui

•Daily Housekeeping Service

•Limited Maid Service

•2Meeting Rooms for up to 40 People

•Pet Friendly

•Outdoor Pool,Jacuni &Sportscourt
• High SpeedInternet Access

•High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

A/13 locations withing 1/2 mile for UCF
located on University Blvd!

#The Marriott Way"

• ••

1n1ons

(entral '1ofiba ,utuft
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Bars need more
• •
age restnct1ons
•

•

T

nothing but the most serious
he temperature is rising to scorching
of actions are taken to battle
degrees, the days
underage drinking at local
stretch on to a point where
bars.
you look outside at 8 p.m.
Arguably, drinking is an
and the sun is only beginning integral part of the whole
college lifestyle. Students
. to set, and those lovely lovemove away from home and
bugs make an appearance to
graciously decorate the hood want to celebrate that freedom to the fullest extent,
of your car.
Yup, it's summer, and now which is understandable.
that it's here, most students
College makes that provermay have more time to kill, . bial rite of passage easy for
whether they went back
them. Alcoholic temptations
are everywhere in the camhome or stayed in Orlando.
For some reason, even
pus area, and unfortunately,
summer classes tend to be
even if you're underage, the
drinking is not just limited to
more relaxed. Although our
college years sometimes
house parties.
keep us in the classroom
The local bars here are
during the summer, late May infamous for serving to
minors. College underage
through early August will
·drinking is nothing new, but
always offer that twinge of
the need to go out and play.
by no .means should it be tolIt has practically been
erated Q!tlte frankly, this not
only gives UCF a bad reputaingrained in us.
Well, we ask that you go
tion, but they are also putting
forth and have your fun, but
our student body in danger,
do so resp~msibly. And by
all in the name of making an
that we mean don't drink if
extra buck.
you're younger than 21.
It may not be as profitable
Period.
for the bars in the UCF area
to impose 21-and-older
Last week, we published
an article about local bars
restrictions, but it is one way
of controlling local underage
facing cqarges for underage
drinking violations from the
drinking. These bars make
Florida Division of Alcoholic money off of cover charge,
bottled water, a'nd soda sales
. Beverages and Tobacco.
from the 18-to-20-year-old
These bars could face
clientele, but once this age
penalties and possible fines.
Good riddance. We hope
group is in the bar, it

becomes difficult to ensure
that they aren't drinking.
Anyone who has frequented
the local college bars knows
it is all too easy for underage
people to either sneak drinks
from friends or bum one of
those pathetic paper wristbands. Also, if an underage
person wants to go to the bar,
they know they can't drink
at, it could motivate them to
do extra ''pre-partying''
before they leave the house.
Being a college town, it
should be-obvious to these
bar-owners that there need
to be stricter regulations to
battle underage drinking.
Places that serve alcohol
need to be just as responsible
as the people consuming it
have to be. Every ID should
be scanned·upon entering,
they should be doublechecked at the bar, and local
bars should be strictly 21 and
older.
These actions could be a
win-win for both ends of the
spectrum. Local bars can stay
in business and less people
will be victims of alcohol
related injuries and deaths.
We - the legal ones, anyway - say cheers to that.
For the underaged reading
this; worry not. Your time
will come to legally spend
the night kneeling over the
porcelain throne.

All-male psych
staff a problem
U

'•
I .
I •

CF's Health Center
has always been a
blessing for students.
Regardless of health insurance coverage, the Health
Center provides the UCF
community with quality
care for various health
needs, and has been doing
so for quite some time.
The Health Center is
even concerned about your
mental health.
Since 2002, the Health
Center has offered psychiatric care to students for a
very minimal fee. The
Health Center's website
says that a psychiatrist is
available to students on a
· limited basis for short-term
individual counseling, crisis
intervention, medication
evaluation and monitoring,
and referrals to off-campus
resources, if necessary
This service can be
invaluable to college students.
Stress, homesickness and
relationship issues only
begin to cover why a psychiatric unit would be beneficial to college students.
As we reported last
week, some changes have
been made to the psychiatric staff.
When Valerie Westhead
left, two new psychiatrists
entered, making the -staff
entirely male.
This may seem like no
big deal. After all, it is an
inexpensive service and not '
many people applied for
the position.
Also, there was only a
six-month time frallle to
find a new doctor.
We have no doubt that
the best applicant was chosen for the position.
But with that being said,

t

~

i

this change in staff could be could possibly be completevery detrimental to women ly misdiagnosed as a result.
who would like to use the
Call us crazy, but it espe·p~ychiatric clinic.
cially matters that women
Female students who
. are represented in psychiawould need to use the serv- try, because there can be
ice but only feel comfortdiffering perspectives on
. able consulting with female . mental hea;J.th issues.
These aspects are_imporpsychiatrists are being put_
at an disadvantage.
tant, becau~e although psyRemember, the Health
chiatry is a•science with
Center is funded by us ·codes psycp.iatrists must
every semester a health fee
adhere to, ft is not exact
is included in our tuition
because it is not visible.
Therefore, doctors can
payment.
Kind of seems like a big- interpret certain things on
ger deal now, .huh?
their own terms, so it is
So we ask ourselves:
valuable to have those male
Why was it so difficult to ,
and female perspectives.
If anything, we want the ·
find a female doctor in the
first place (assuming that
situ~tion to encourage more
factor was kept in mind
fe"m ales to go into the highwhile choosing an applier fields of medicine and
cant)?
know that there's not only a
In this economy, aren't
place for women in the
people from all fields
field, but also, as the UCF
scrambling for jobs?
· Health Center shows, a
With, so many more
need.
It is surprising to us that
women than men graduatthis gender gap is still going
ing college, have we yet to
on. As exciting as it was for
cross that barrier where
President Barack Obama to
more wom~n join the med~
deem April 20 National
ical field?
Equal Pa¥ /Day, it's sad that
Should the Health Center enact some type of affir- it took SQ long in t;he first
mative action policy where- place. We think our country
in they are required to have is ready for even bigger
at least one woman on staff leaps concerning geqder
diversity.
in'the psychiatric unit?
The U.S Department of
So many questions to
Health and Human Services
which we wish we had all
has reported a steady
the answers.
increase of women in
We do feel though that
schools for health profesthe position should have
been filled by a woman, and sions,including psychology.
Women in health, scinot for the sake of diversity.
ence, and math fields are
It is for the sake of
continually breaking the
women who would use the
psychiatric unit.
notion that these areas are
What if a female student niale-dominated.
Hopefully the psychididn't disclose to a male
atric unit in the Health
psychiatrist that she had
beenrnped?
Center will eventually
Her mental health issues reflect that.

NATEBEELER / THE WASHINGTON·EXAMINER

Political preference.
could be in genes

0

t.

I experienced somethan merited for simply
thing during our twohelping someone out of
week "summer vacation''
bed I woke up and called
that will allow me to
her name. She slowly
looked over out of the
never hold.someone's
political convictions
comer of her eye, her
against them.
eyes froze on me and
Just as I don't feel that
widened, with all Conour sexual preference is
sciousness obviously slipping away.
a choice, I am now convinced that our political
LACY PAPADEAS
My heart fell out of
party affiliation is just as
Guest Columnist
my chest as I ran to her.
(l
Four 11).ore nurses ran
deeply ingrained into our
. being.
into the room.
I held her head while she seized
I spent more than half of the past
two weeks at the Mayo Clinic
until I realized my arms. were doing
nothing, so I stepped back and.took
alongside my best friend who has
epilepsy and was having brain surher hand
gery.
I tried, as always, to say someThe odds were in her favor for a
thing pleasant when she came to.
successful surgery, which it was, but There are no thoughts behind her
with a possibility of some memory
eyes when they're over except for
loss. Her boyfriend and I were hoppure fear.
(l
The nurse starts to ask the rouing she forgot she wa_s a vegetarian
tin~ questions: What's your name,
and her ex-fiance was hoping she
forgot about "that dork'' and
where are you, the month, the year,
the current president.
thought they were still engaged.
The first day, electrodes were
She doesn't know. I tell her she
placed through two dime-sized
did really good - that she had.a
· '-"heleS"Hl the batkofher head, direct- seizure just like we wanted; I try to
ly on the evil little spot in her brain
say it without ~rying, but I can't.
that overindulges in its own barbarThe nurse repeats the questions.
ic form of electric shock therapy.
She now knows her name. ·
The cords relay what's going on
"Do you know who this is standinside her mind - giving her a real- ing next {o you?'' She looks me in
life Avatar ponytail.
the eye, my face is just a few feet
from hers, and I smile. She shakes
She was deprived of food, and
her mother, without thinking aJ1d
her head; she doesn't know who I
(I
from her nerves, talked at length
am.
about how delicious the cookies are , It's OK if she doesn't remember
that she's eating and how great and
me; I know she'll like me just as
(,
much the second ~e around Her
optimistic the surgeon is, listing all
the positive statistics of temporal
mother walks into the room since
lobotomy.
it's over. She knows her mom; thank
"rm not going to die, mom," she
God, or her mother would have
surely passed out.
says as she rolls her eyes and I quiEverything starts to come back.
etly giggle.
She even knows the president: "It's.
Sleeping has also been ordered ·
to stop. So when her eyes start to
Obama." This is what made me
close - which happens frequently
wonder.
when you're on morphine - someShe has an Obama T-shirt in her
one over a loud speaker calls her
hospital bag, which I knew because •
name to wake her up.
I had run out of clothes and was
Q
She asks for the bicycle pedals
now wearing hers, but I do know
that attach to the end of her bed,
that there are some people that not
and in her frailty she exercises, hop- . only do not own an Obama T-shirt, ,
ing to bring on a seizure - to end
but they don't know anyone that
all of this as soon as possible.
owns one either.
In order to prqceed with the sur'I)lat name - just as our previ. ous·president's name did - congery, they need three seizures to
t)
verify what was verified by the fiye · jures up so much emotion in peoseizures during oµr last hospital
ple; I am certain that some refuse to
stay a year ago, like a second opinsay it, so I asked.
ion only with the same doctors
Some do refuse the nurse says,
, ,,
and upon further questioning she
because they are the best.
The monitoring is so extensive
finds that they do in fact know who
that everything we say is recorded
the current president is, they simply
- which we discovered when I said do not support him.
·
some pretty nasty things about a
So apparently the _moment after
tech and she stormed in and called
our brains have basically beeri elecme out on every point, which I'm
trocuted and our bodies contort and
pretty sure ended up getting her
convulse, just after we remember
fired.
who we are, we actually think about
our disagreement with a healthcare
Last time we were in the hospiCJ
tal, her seizures were at night and if plan or that we don't agree with a
war being fought so much so that
you've ever seen a scary movie, I'm
convinced the screams are derived
we won't even utter the man's name
from someone starting to seize.
· that is responsible for it?
Q
Not this time around though. I
It seems a bit excessive, I know,
was napping and she had just gotten but who am I to judge; I would
out of the bed with the aid of the ·
never try and talk someone out of
nurse and sat down.
having blue eyes because I happen
I heard everything going on to prefer brown.
yet was asleep - in a hazy inJust wait and see - rm certain
between world, never truly sleeping that I'm right.
And when the political gene is
for days as rm the one that has the
identified, they'll no longer shout
job of pressing an emergency button when the nightmare begins.
that it's a boy or girl They will
I must have heard the nurse say
exclaim, "It's a·Democrat!" or "It's a
Republican!"
something in a tone more serious

..
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The FtJture encourages comments from readeis. In order ti> be conSilfered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralRoridaFuture.rom or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556°
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

'

Online, phone, fax, ·
in person:

VISA, MC, AMID(,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed.
Thurs. issue

for

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m.

!.
100
I.

· 407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
17~
200
225

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 foi- Sale:Homes

RATES

Rate
325 For Sale:Automotive 8
350 For Sale:General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
8
400 Services
500 Announcements
A
600 ,Travel"
B
700 Worship
B
800 MisCl!llaneous
8
900 Wanted
8

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
HelpWanted:FuHnne C
llusiness Opportunities 8
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B

A
A
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$J3

Ratec
$J.9

$9

$J3

Bm.l

!Im.A
$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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The Oest at Waterford Lakes

EPIC Cheer Compa,y Is
looldrQ for apan-tine
MnlnlstralMISpec:lalsl

LuxuyCm:loaJ'/ala,wA:l, gym,
fX)d. 'NalE!I: rd, $ 475.toorrmale
Cal (407)247-6423

; . ClnidE must beYetty

oulgo!ng, Jllcl'esslol 1111, hi!tiy
cxgarized and dei,10111111•
softwire proficiency.
Send 181UTI881D:
lnro@eplocheer.com

Music ln&1n.dors Wanted
Vdi1, relo, arrl pim ilstn.ms
w.ned b' pa1-line pos1oo Ii
ne.:rcy su:i>. Cal Eric at 407-3755217

Slldenlb desgi Jl8Sli:pod.Jj .
b bei'1dln m:ttrl Schlol
Re!erare ~ M.shave
O'M1 oorrpJl3r arrl CAD
sollwa-e. Ccrta:t Mile Bm1es

•

. e:tiigt©belsouhnet or 321 •
~
-1..ocaEd i1 Dlmem,

•

Menchle's Fiazler1 Yogu1 cl
Winier Pak, R.la na,y ~ for
day inf 8Yl!Oing stifts. Conlact
mencNaswp@menchla&com.

FL P a y ~

www.menc:Neswintap

TCJY.1T1JUSe For Ra12 B:i25 Ba l:xJlh
mas1Bs, a l ~ m.ded. 112.
ni tom LCF, W/0. Aw. ~ $7ootro. Cal 4-0-7-3106583

DLpex 2A:r. 2ba. rextb LCF.
Rent $750.00 +ui & sea.riy
deposit12 rro. '9ase.
1 cirgcrage, wA:l,w,wcapeo-g.
Pets ok IWh l..am'ds pemissaJ
-+alp.

(407)365-2471
HOf,£ FOR RENT: EconU,iv.

4bed 2balh 2glr. WasMJly
Qliqt ~ Ideal for
4 students. $1,600tno. Call
11m @ 321·277-2928
UCF AREA HOUSE 11.2 ni from UCF
tllgl!Sb.rnilg42AI applia1ces Incl

Avalable.Juy7$1400hlonlh
Call l'ick @407-810-7622

..

~ home nea- UCF. $400tno. + 11.3

ijjL No pels pieE!se. Avail. asap.

of Winter Park

3-4 Fem ~ l.ov/Dem
tune. $445,tm a $540 b' ex. g.
Master 00. wal<-ti dos. Uibille
nemet ro.Yr iea':le
407-628-2267

"A p/aco you can call hDme"

We are looking for someone to hire immediately who is knowledgeable in:

One bedroom/One Bath

780 sq ft
Blow out special of
(Normally 1850.11 - 1000.011)

*Security deposit 8250,00

Mf=wanll!d. 1 room avallalle In
fl.mlshed ~ home on lake.
Waled Comm, 6 mins 1D UCF.
$500mo Incl utiL Non-Smoker,
sec sys, pool & temls.
Avalable ~ Email
. . lalsta1@Blg1l'l!eh:.net or
Call 239-707-4448

Renill cx.t a 1/1 i1 a 212. f)el F.
. $475 a rroolh irc. lJiies -!$50
bldgou"d. Neer LCF. Pets may
be ok. Emal rfeis@ille.rom
- SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 42 home In <µet
Alaraya Woods rnn. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broatbrld. Fenced
Yard. $550' mo. utl. Incl '
Cal Zach 239-7896241
Hostmiy has 3 roans avai. b'
femaesu:lensrrly. 2sby
tare 1.5 rri 1D LCF. $475 ui, 'Mfi
& WO nd. Cal Fay 407- 739-0183

For Rent 6 BErloom 1-bne

,_

4 6 1
7.
7

:

7

Two Bedroom/Two &
1/2 Bathrooms

128Dsqft
Blow out special of

5
--i 9 4

Cbse ti LCF. Camm sea fun
Ra1 rd waler, y.rd & pestrontrd
_$2370tno. 1 Mcnhsrertd,p. i 'if
iea':le, salsALg 3ni Cal 407frlfxRJ37 a 407-408-0!m

*Security deposit S350.00

ACROSS

'

23 Frver
24 Critter that can
carry many times
its own weight
25 Forty-niner's find
26 Just after sunset
28 Take the wheel
30 Bridge distance
33 Antlered grazers
341~~f~n critters
36 Upper-story
storage
38 Cantankerous
toon
41 Strikes through,
as text
42 Seek aid from
45 Earty 15thcentury year
48 Actor
50

By John Lampkin

69 Bambi, tor one
70 Flippant
. DOWN
1 Riot squad gear
2 Corroded
3 Group that
breaks breaking
stories
4 Mil. leaders
5 Picture book
elephant
6 Does penance

~:o'::

(for)
7
~,;'id~:1
c':1:~:sts
8 Boating spot
9 "It's _ Unusual
Day": 1948 song
10 ~~r

secretary Les
51 •,., my kingdom
for !"
53 Badreview

~ ~;;t,;;;;nger

conservative
57 Sheridan's
misuser of words
61 Friend of
Eminem
.63 Injured
64 Sitar master
Shankar
65 Mazda roadster
66 Last word in a
threat
.
67 Serpent's home
in Genesis
68 Jewish feast

11 Good-looker
12 Perfectly safe, as
an investment
13 Bar buys
21 Marshy tract
22 Beat up on
verbally
27 Room treatments
29 Cure-all potion
31 Miniseries' first
section
32 Deposit or
withdrawal

gizm_o, briefly

~ FORSALE:
I~ General

May 31&. $400 OEO
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Last issue solved
35 "Dracula" author
Bram
37 Big lizard
39 The Continent:
Abbr.
40 Displayed in a
public procession
43 Cause to topple
44 Eighth of a gallon
45 Mars mouthful;
also, a hint to
this puzzle's
theme

46 Paris sweetie
47 Thingy
49 Thinly
populated
52 Blur, as wet
ink
54 Change

58 Backyard

storage
59 Stubborn beast
60 Get ready, for
short
62 Hwy.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CalM-/ej li321-2664441

•
"
•

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/ ·

1 Criminal group
5 What a judge
sets
.
9 Modify, as a
motion
14Sult to_
15 Gillette's
Plus
razor
16 City chief
17 Basted, but not
with butter
18 Charge with a

FtJ size,~ sofa. ~
sale. Pl.rd1asoo rrly 6 rronths
E.g), rro,rg !rd rrust sel bebe

(Normally S1300.00 -81405.00)

•

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com ·

NEW C.OW, For Sale!

•

2
3

Fill in the grid so
that every row, ·
column and 3x3 box
contains t he digits 1
through 9 with no ·
repeats.

authority

Looking to make extra money on your spare time?

Email Resume to: Yani.Rodriguez@CFPWorldwide.com
or call 407.361.3111 to set up an interview immediately.

8
4
9

19Cheri who .
impersonated
Judge Judy on
"Saturday Night
Live·
20 Etiquette

lnlo.tuscanrvmas@amall.com

Make Extra Money Working After
SchooLHours, or Nights & Weekends
• HTML, PHP, XHTML
• DlgHal Media Design
• Java Script

2
9
8

crime

3858 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

WEB DESIGNER - WEB DEVELOP.ER - WEB ENGINEER

• SEO - Web
Management,
Marketing & Ranking

suldo lku
@ Puzzles by Pappocom

CROSSWORD

Call 407·7006098.

ATTENTION
!!!!
Junior Status

• Wall Development
• Web Programmlng
• Data Base
Administration

•

31212.1-b.Jse w/ lake frml views

4 9
7

3
7 5 3

5 2

avai ..l.fy 2lh. Less 2rriles from
LCF. Cal 954554-1747

Tuscany Villas

5
6
4

Rooms avail. far senior or

!JIICklllle student In lmrnacuale

'Ill .

•

l.JCF!NE ORLANDO
Comal Pone Lloo,ry~
1 &2~FreeW/D, fX)d,
fitness CJ3111er, paoos.
2300 Eron Cir. 407-6?90061

4bed25ba. 2500 ~ 1t. Neel'
LCF/vVEEilbttl.a<.es. Pets
abYed. WD,anmfX)d.A~
611 $1499.tro. Cal 407-7'i1TJJ3f!i'l

Need {CAD) ergineeirg

•

Fb:e )OlJ' a::l i1 mn.Jes!
www.~romtlassfieds

8 5
4

•
All
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www.CentralF/oridaFuture.com
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ONYOU'R,CELL PHONE

•

FROM THE. .CENTRAL
FLORIDA-FUTURE
.
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Do you want _to get
news and upd~tes .
from the Central
Florida Future?

.,

R~ply A to set alert.

,,

'

.,

'

How Do l·Text UCFNEWS to-44636? .

(entwtf :fforiba :future .

. I

·The Stu4~ntPeifspaper ~t fJCF since 1968

•
•

.

.

Recei·ve FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central

•
•

Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEyvS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
· the know while on the go!
.

(
'f

•

.

*Carrier text messaging rates apply
\
•.-.!.

.,
t1

